


About the show

The story of Frankenstein and his monster has lived in our cultural history for the 
past 200 years, with each generation bringing its own twist to the story of this man 
and his creation. I welcome you to the twenty-first century’s musical take on this 
age-old character. With the aid of Mel Brooks and his knack for parody, Young 
Frankenstein zaps a new breath of life into Mary Shelley’s story. The perfect 
mixture of horror, comedy, and musical frenzy, this production puts a beating heart 
into the pages of its original story.

The Young Frankenstein musical has a book by Mel Brooks and Thomas Meehan, 
and music and lyrics by Mel Brooks. It is based on the 1974 comedy film of the 
same name written by Gene Wilder and Mel Brooks who also directed and has 
described it as his best film. It is a parody of the horror film genre, especially the 
1931 Universal Pictures adaptation of Mary Shelley's Frankenstein and its 1935 and 
1939 sequels, Bride of Frankenstein and Son of Frankenstein.  



What should you expect…

• Production Team: Director & Choreographer – Nikki Mundell-Poole,          
Musical Director – Rob Turner,  Director’s Assistant – TBA, Dance Captain - TBA

• This is a highly entertaining musical comedy with an endless dose of vaudeville-
style humour, the cast is rounded out with a beloved hunchback, a yodelling lab 
assistant and, of course, the famous monster. This Mel Brooks musical is sure to 
leave audiences in stitches.

• Typical of Mel Brooks it has lots of physical comedy and sexual innuendo (And 
it’s a Nikki show so expect some extra innuendos thrown in as well!!). Plus, it is a 
complicated show in that there are a high number of scene changes and lots of 
different style dance numbers including a large company tap number to ‘Puttin
on the Ritz’ which requires a reasonable number of the company to undertake 
some level of tap dancing. 



Rehearsals
• With so many large dance numbers in the show it is a tight rehearsal 

schedule. 

• I have not booked any rehearsals during the WOW show week (13th –
18th Feb ‘23) as so many members (both performing and non 
performing) cross over both societies 

• The company is generally called every week whether it be a music, 
setting or a revision call.  In addition, there are 5 Sundays on the 
schedule plus dress rehearsal Sunday.

• Sundays will be 11th Dec, 22nd Jan, 26th Feb, 26th Mar, 16th Apr, 23rd Apr. 

• Show Week = 24th – 29th April. 2023



Accents:

The show is mostly set in Transylvania in 1934. Frederick, Elizabeth and Harold the 
Hermit have American accents, Igor is described as having a London/cockney 
accent, the local Transylvanians including Inga, Frau Blucher and Inspector Kemp 
all have an Austrian/German style accent.

Performance style:

The show is written with a great sense of humour and is also quite naughty. There 
are lots of opportunities where Mel Brooks has embraced the double entendre.  

Chorus & Dancing:

The ensemble will be playing medical students, travellers and Transylvanian 
villagers.  There are lots of chorus and dance numbers – all with different genre 
and styles – these include “Please Don’t Touch Me”, “Hang Him til he’s Dead”, 
“Transylvania Mania”, “He’s Loose” and “Puttin on the Ritz”.



Synopsis – Act 1
Its 1934 and in New York, Frederick Frankenstein is embarrassed to be a Frankenstein, insisting his name be pronounced "Fronkensteen" 
and that he is not a madman but a scientist. He teaches his students about the greatest mind of science ("The Brain"). After learning that 
he has inherited his grandfather's castle in Transylvania, he is forced to resolve the issue of the property. As Elizabeth Benning, 
Frederick's fiancée, sees him off, it is clear that their relationship is far from physical as Elizabeth enumerates all the lustful situations from
which she is abstaining ("Please Don’t Touch Me”).

Arriving at Transylvania Heights, Frederick meets the hunchback Igor (pronounced "Eye-gore"), the grandson of Victor's henchman, who is 
overjoyed to meet Frederick. Igor tries to convince him to continue in his grandfather's footsteps ("Together Again"); he has already hired 
the services of Inga, a sexy, yodelling lab assistant with a degree in Laboratory Science from the local community college. After a wagon 
ride to Castle Frankenstein ("Roll in the Hay"), they meet the mysterious Frau Blucher, whose spoken name frightens the horses.

Frederick and Inga are awakened by a strange noise, and they, followed shortly by Igor, find the secret entrance to his grandfather's 
laboratory behind a book case by following eerie violin music. They discover the mysterious violin player to be Frau Blucher, who tells of 
her past with the late Victor for whom she was more than just a housekeeper ("He Vas My Boyfriend"). After reviewing his grandfather's 
notes, Frederick decides to carry on the experiments in the reanimation of the dead and asks Igor to find a large corpse as well as the brain 
of a scholar. Frau Bucher tells them it is possible and gives Frederick one of his father’s books (It Could Work)

Igor returns with the brain, but drops it, secretly replacing it with another. Frederick creates the creature ("The Experiment"), who is in a 
violent rampage shortly after waking. The doctor is dismayed to find that Igor had provided a different brain whose name he recalls as 
"Abby Normal". They put the monster to sleep and Frau Blucher stays to talk to the sleeping Monster (He Vas my Boyfriend reprise)

Inspector Kemp and the townspeople are concerned about what is happening at the castle (Hang him Til He’s Dead) and decide to come to 
the castle to investigate, pretending to welcome Frederick ("Welcome to Transylvania"). Frau Blucher frees the Monster without letting 
Frederick know and after hearing the monsters groans, Frederick and his employees try to stall the villagers ("Transylvania Mania"). Panic 
ensues as the monster breaks free from the stage and runs through the audience.



Synopsis – Act 2
The town begins to search for the Monster, with Frau Blucher trying to bring him back with music from her violin, but to no avail ("He's 
Loose"). Inga talks to the anxious doctor ("Listen to Your Heart"). Frau Blucher and Igor find the two suspended on the platform, 
completing what Igor refers to as "an experiment in female anatomy". Elizabeth arrives unexpectedly in Transylvania with a large 
entourage ("Surprise") and finds Frederick and Inga, both in a state of undress, who tells her that no funny business was taking place. 

Meanwhile, the Monster finds a blind hermit named Harold after breaking through the wall of his house ("Please Send Me Someone"). 
Eventually, after the Hermit accidentally pours hot soup into the Monster's lap and lights his thumb (mistaking it as a cigar), the Monster is 
pained into another wild rampage and leaves. Frederick, Inga and Igor find the Monster, sedate him and take him back to the castle

Frederick locks himself into a room with the Monster, and after overcoming his fears he tells the Monster that he is a handsome man who 
is loved and will be hailed by all.

The Monster is presented at the Loews Transylvania Theatre, now dressed as a gentleman, first walking on command, and then tap 
dancing to Irving Berlin's "Puttin' On the Ritz". While taking his bow, the Monster is scared when some stage lights explode. Elizabeth is 
kidnapped by the creature and is taken to a cave, where he forces himself on her. However, she is now seeing a different side of the 
Monster and discovers what she has been yearning for in her life ("Deep Love"). Luring the Monster back to the castle by the music of a 
French horn, Frederick attempts an intelligence transfer, but the Monster does not wake, and to make things worse, Inspector Kemp and 
the angry villagers (believing that Elizabeth has been killed by the Monster) break into the castle and bring Frederick to the gallows. The 
doctor is hanged after finally accepting his family name ("Frederick's Soliloquy").

The Monster returns, not only able to speak articulately but also using his newly transferred medical skills to discover that Frederick is not 
dead, but merely unconscious and is able to revive him. Just as the crowd is about to re-hang Frederick and the Monster, Elizabeth arrives 
with a Bride of Frankenstein hairdo. The Monster proposes to Elizabeth ("Deep Love" (Reprise)) and a happy ending is ahead for all as the 
moon shines high on the newly engaged Doctor and Inga ("Finale Ultimo").



The Music & The Songs

We are doing the London version of this show, so if you look for the 
soundtrack make sure you download the London version not the Broadway 
version as there are different songs in each version.

I don’t know if you can access this but the link below is to my copy of the 
album on Amazon Music.

https://music.amazon.co.uk/albums/B093LQMS8T?marketplaceId=A1F83G
8C2ARO7P&musicTerritory=GB&ref=dm_sh_D8gwhxxr1abl2dZetEEM2qoG
M

https://music.amazon.co.uk/albums/B093LQMS8T?marketplaceId=A1F83G8C2ARO7P&musicTerritory=GB&ref=dm_sh_D8gwhxxr1abl2dZetEEM2qoGM


Act I

• "Overture" – Orchestra, Frederick and Medical 
Students

• "The Brain" – Frederick and Medical Students

• "Please Don't Touch Me" – Elizabeth and Passengers

• "Together Again" – Frederick and Igor

• "Roll in the Hay" – Inga, Frederick, and Igor

• "He Vas My Boyfriend" – Frau Blucher

• "It Could Work" – Frederick, Igor, Inga, and Frau 
Blucher

• "Hang Him Til He's Dead" – Kemp and Villagers

• "He Vas My Boyfriend" (Reprise) – Frau Blucher

• "Welcome to Transylvania" – Kemp and Transylvania 
Quartet

• "Transylvania Mania" – Igor, Frederick, Inga, and 
Villagers

Act II

• He's Loose" – Kemp and Villagers

• "Listen to Your Heart" – Frederick and Inga

• "Surprise" – Elizabeth, Igor, Frau Blucher, 
and Entourage

• "Someone" – Hermit, The Monster

• "Puttin' On the Ritz" (Music and Lyrics 
By Irving Berlin) – Frederick, The Monster, 
Inga, Igor, and Chorus of Monsters

• "Deep Love" – Elizabeth

• "Hang the Doctor" – Frederick

• "Deep Love" (Reprise) – The Monster and 
Villagers

• "The Bows" – Company

• "Finale – Together Again" – Company



Auditions & Casting
Please note-

Given that many principals are required to Sing, Dance and Act in equal measures it will 
mean that we may recall certain principals if necessary. 

I anticipate that certain characters/auditionees may be required to be seen together 
after their initial audition. Please check on the audition day if you are free to leave after 
your audition or whether you are needed to be seen again.

Given the range of dance styles for this show, I anticipate casting sets of dancers for 
each individual dance number so if you can dance but not tap or vice versa then you 
can still be in certain dance numbers. 

Pre- audition rehearsals – 8th, 9th, 15th & 16th November
Early Auditions – Wednesday 16th November
Auditions – Sunday 20th November. 



Frederick Frankenstein

Playing age 30s-40s. 

Brilliant brain surgeon, professor and grandson of mad 
scientist Dr. Victor Von Frankenstein. He has no interest in 
his grandfathers work until he meets Igor.   

A triple threat performer who can sing, act and dance 
with a good feel for comedy. Ability to tap dance is 
preferable.

MUSIC AUDITION:  ‘The Brain’ - bars 26-60 & bars 93 –

104

DIALOGUE: pg 37 “How I did it” to pg 39 “Simplify 

Everything”

Pg 52 “Now Igor” to pg 53 “a four foot wide gorilla”

DANCE: The chorus dance routine / Tap routine

Vocal Range: Bb one 
octave below middle C to 
G above middle C.



Igor
Age indeterminate.

Grandson of the original Igor. Frederick’s faithful, bright-
eyed, eager servant and friend –with a hunchback. The 
comedy sidekick to Frederick.

Triple threat performer required with ability to sing, 
dance and act with good feel for comedy. Ability to tap 
dance is preferable. 

MUSIC AUDITION: ‘Together Again’ bars 7 - 43

DIALOGUE AUDITION: Pg 13 “Dr Frankenstein?” to pg 14 

“Worlds greatest Pairs”

Pg 52 “Now Igor” to pg 53 “Almost certain that was the 

name”

DANCE :  the chorus dance routine / Tap routine

Vocal Range: D below 
middle C to F above middle 
C.



Frau Blucher

Playing age late 30s - late 50s.

Intense, stern housekeeper of Frankenstein estate with 
an inner sexy side. 

Former lover of Victor Von Frankenstein.  Needs to be a 
confident mover but not necessarily a dancer. 

Able to put over a song with style and with a very strong 
feel for comedy. 

MUSIC AUDITION: ‘He Vas my Boyfriend’ bars 31 - 58

DIALOGUE: pg 28 “May I escort you” to pg 30 “Then I vill

say goodnight”

Pg 30 “I’ll never forget” to “Love at first sight”

DANCE: chorus dance routine

Vocal range: F## (G natural) 
below middle C to B, third line 
treble staff.



The Monster

Age indeterminate. 

Played by a bigger man, ideally at least 6'0" tall 

The misunderstood creation of Dr. Frankenstein.  Also
must be able to emit howling/monster/grunting sounds 
as well as speak with a clear well spoken american accent 
and sing. 

Must be able to tap dance. 

MUSIC AUDITION:  ‘Deep Love’ bars 2 - 9

DIALOGUE: Pg 92 “Cut that man down at once” to  Pg 94 

“Does anyone have a hat pin”

To react to scene with hermit pg 70 & 71 with physical acting 

and appropriate grunts and noises

DANCE: The tap routine

Vocal range: Ab one 

octave below middle C to 
F above middle C.



Elizabeth Benning

Playing age 30s-40s. 

Self-loving, “madcap”, boisterous, fiancé of Frederick. 

She is left behind by Frederick so decides to follow him to 
Transylvania, where she eventually falls for the Monster.  

Very strong vocally and we need to see both the comedy 
and the sexy side of her character. 

MUSIC AUDITION: ‘Please don’t touch me’ bars 4 – 39 & 

‘Surprise’ bar 76 to the end of the song.

DIALOGUE: pg 8 “Frederick my sweet darling” to pg 9 “Of 

course not”

DANCE: chorus dance routine 

Vocal range: F# below middle C 
to F#, top line of the treble 
staff.



Inga
Playing age 20s- 30s. 

Frederick’s bubbly, very sexy and not-so-bright young 
assistant . 

A resident of Transylvania.  Ability to Yodel is part of the 
character. 

This part requires a lot of sexual innuendos and physical 
sexuality (not for the shy or easily inhibited!) Ability to 
tap dance is preferable. 

MUSIC AUDITION: ‘Listen to your heart’  Bars 7 - 55

DIALOGUE: Pg 20 “Hello” to Pg 21 “A Hay ride”

DANCE: the chorus dance routine / Tap routine

Vocal range: G# below middle 
C to A above the treble staff. 



Inspector Kemp
Playing age 30-50s. 

Head of the police in Transylvania. He has history with 
Victor Von Frankenstein and is sceptical about Frederick 
and future monster creations. 

He has a wooden arm and leg. We need to see this 
through his acting and movement 

MUSIC AUDITION: ‘Hang him Till He’s Dead’ bars 7 - 35

DIALOGUE: Pg 90 “Aha, Just as we thoguth” to pg 91 

“sentenced to die”

DANCE : NO dance audition required

Vocal range: one octave below 
middle C to F above middle C.



The Hermit
Playing age 50s- 70s. 

Lonely, poor, blind town hermit longing for a friend. 

Needs to understand physical comedy and strong vocally.

MUSIC AUDITION: ‘Someone’ bars 13 - 53

DIALOGUE: Pg 70 “Hello Stranger” to pg 71 “Hold out 

your Bowl”

DANCE:  NO dance audition required

Vocal range: Bb one octave 

below middle C to Db just 
above middle C.



Cameo Roles

Transylvania Barber Shop Quartet

4 villagers who sing in barber shop quartet for the 
song “Welcome to Transylvania”. There is also 
some dialogue which may also be allocated to 
these characters

MUSIC AUDITION:  Transylvania Mania bars 2 
- 19



Cameo Roles
Elizabeths
Entourage

Masha, Tasha, Nasha, 
Basha and Bob. 

These 4 ladies and 1 
man sing in Elizabeth’s 
song “Surprise”

MUSIC AUDITION:  ‘Transylvania Mania’ bars 21 - 60 



CHORUS

There is a lot of chorus work in 
the show, with characters 
including medical students, 
travellers and villagers

MUSIC AUDITION: 
All Chorus : ‘Transylvania Mania’  bars 21 -60

DANCE:  Chorus Dance Routine



DANCERS

There are several styles of dance in 
the show. 

It is likely that we will choose 
dancers for specific routines.  

MUSIC AUDITION: 
All Chorus: ‘Transylvania Mania’ Bars 21- 60

DANCE:  Dance Routine and/or Tap routine 




